
Modding the PAL full-sized SNES

The SNES system - I am using a full-sized SNES, and a PAL unit at that. It is possible to get smaller SNES units, however
for 100% compatability, nothing beats the original! Plus the fact, these units can be bought very cheaply; I got a few, cost
about £5 each.

It is very important to turn the SNES on, when the power is off, before opening the case. The reason for this is that the
capacitor needs to discharge, otherwise there is enough voltage remaining in the system to flow the fuse on the board when
you touch it. When the light goes off, which takes about a second, you are safe to open the system.



Remove the outer case of the SNES, remove the screws holding the mobo in place, as shown in the pic:

The metal plates designed to act as heatsinks (not very effective ones) are removed from the system, the one on the right
hand side is stuck between the connector linking the mobo to the controller board.



Without wanting to force the plug off, the best idea seemed to be to Dremel it off, with a diamond cutting circle (as per pic)

The other one came off easily, once the screws holding it in place were removed. The metal piece was connected to the
7805 chip which down-steps the voltage to 5v for the system; I will need to put a heatsink on this later to keep it cool.



The plastic covering encases the power in jack however it can be levered enough to Dremel a cut in the plastic and yank off
the rest of it.



These four connections need to be desoldered so the RV video output (not needed) can be removed (I will be using RGB or
composite).



Removed...



The capacitor on the system is 2200uf and is rather big and fat (orange arrow); newer ones are slimmer (red arrow), so I
desoldered one from an old dead PC motherboard (got it for £1 at a car boot sale for bits!). So I can keep the height of the
components down, the new capacitor was connected by wires to the old contact points. Make sure the new capacitor is
wired the right way around (negative facing the game cart slot). Use decent electrical wire, not IDE cable.

Time to test the system....put it onto paper (not a good idea to put electronics on a carpet or rug), tested system using mains
power and a Nintendo video and audio cable: all fine!



Didn't run it for more than several seconds, after all, the 7805 has no cooling until I fix it.

Just to show how this will all fit in the case, here is a pic - enough space for the mobo and controller (will go in space on
case).

This is why my system is the size it is, JUST big enough to take the N64 mobos, SNES, etc - all original boards and not that
small (however I can reduce the mobo size by hacking away a lot of the grounding).

It is VITAL after using a SNES mobo with power to disconnect the power, then turn on the system; this empties the
capacitor of its voltage. If you don't do this, when you handle the mobo you can short circuit the board. This doesn't matter
normally, but does when the system is bare like this.

The expansion pack on the back of the board is useless so can be removed so the height of the board can be reduced.

Turn the board back to the front and desolder the area marked, to help removal of the pins and the four pins which hold the
port in place.



Desoldered. It is hard to remove all the solder, however it will help to remove what you can from the pins when it comes to
removing the port.

Turn board to front again, use a screwdriver and snap off the plastic on the left and right of the port, as per pic:



You need to be careful to do the next steps, so you don't break the board by using too much pressure. On both sides of the
port, wedge a screwdriver in and pry the port off. There aren't many components on this part of the board, so your
screwdriver can rest somewhere where it won't damage the board during this process.



A little brute force to pull the port off the pins, careful not to damage the board!




